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On a clear day in the fall of 1974 I stood on the edge of a narrow road on the Golan Heights and, as it
seemed to me, I could see the blue shimmer of the Sea of Galilee. The sight was in some ways my real
introduction to Israel.

I’d been traipsing around country for several months, working occasionally on a kibbutz, but it was that
moment on the Golan, with the brown of the Syrian Desert on my left and the green of the Hula Valley
below me, when I felt at home for the first time. It wasn’t just the geography that claimed me, but a rush
of history, a sharp awareness that I was looking back to Christ and King David, Moses and Abraham,
the promised land.

I’ve never forgotten that moment, and last week I recalled it when the Citizen editorial board met Yossi
Alpher, a one-time military intelligence officer and an analyst with Mossad best known for his efforts in
promoting a two-state solution to the conflict between Israel and Palestine. Ever since my first visit to
Israel I've followed its affairs, so I was much interested in what Alpher had to say.

Israel is surrounded by a sea of hostility, its legitimacy as the Jewish homeland challenged, its handling
of the Palestinian issue criticized, and its development of settlements in the West Bank condemned.
Libraries in Scotland ban books by Israeli writers. Western academics, safe in their distant towers, call
for boycotts on Israeli scholars and universities. And then there is the constant existential threat,
including most recently, Iran’s promise to wipe Israel off the map with nuclear weapons.

I was curious how such hostility had affected Israelis. Academics have argued Israel is more or less a
military state and its citizens possessed of a militaristic mindset. At the same time, others refer to Israel
as a “happy little country,” to borrow Jerusalem Post columnist Caroline Glick’s phrase. So it seems.
Israel’s economy is healthy, its political system stable, and its future prospects bright now that it is
energy independent. More tellingly, Israel enjoys one of the lowest rates of suicide in the developed
world, as well as one of the highest birthrates, which is surely a sign of a happy people.

So which is it: militaristic or moderate, authoritarian or democratic? Alpher’s answer was both optimistic
and worrisome.

He acknowledged the view of some scholars regarding Israel’s ostensible militaristic turn under the
influence of a military-industrial establishment. But the bigger threat to Israel’s moral sensibility is its
continued presence in the West Bank.

“Yes, the occupation is a demographic threat to Israel as a Jewish state, but it’s also a threat to Israel’s
moral fibre. We now have a third generation of 18 year olds (in the military) who are sent to the West
Bank to kick in doors at three in the morning and arrest 12-year-old kids. This can’t have a positive
effect on these (young men) when they come home.



“If we don’t find a more constructive way of dealing with the Palestinian issue, we’re heading for the
demise of Israel as a Jewish and democratic state,” Alpher said, noting the increasing political influence
of those in the “settler lobby” who think the two-state solution is unworkable, a Palestinian state
impossible and advocate Israeli annexation of most of the West Bank.

Alpher emphasizes this is a minority view, and remains confident Israel will survive and thrive,
materially and psychologically. “We’ve been living on the edge of an existential threat for 65 years. You
can find serious people in Israel who say that if Iran has nuclear weapons, Israelis won’t be able to live
with this threat, they’ll emigrate. I don’t agree. All the international polls show we are a relatively happy
people.

“Are we a more military society than most western societies? Absolutely. We have a huge military-
industrial complex. But it many ways it is a much more open country than it used to be — there’s been
a huge liberalization of Israeli society — and that doesn’t go along with militarization.”

His prognosis? “The outlook for the country is very good. The question is, what kind of country we’ll
be.”

Hearing that, I remembered my first time in Israel, the fields of fruit trees at Kibbutz Gonen where I
worked for several months, the startling sight of teenagers in uniform carrying Uzis along the shopping
streets of Tel Aviv, the burned out Syrian tanks on the Golan, and, not to be forgotten, that day when
the past appeared on the far horizon, all blue and shimmering.

After listening to Alpher, it occurred to me that I’d seen the future all those years ago.

Robert Sibley is a senior writer with Citizen, currently attached to the editorial board.
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